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the children s television community presents a cutting edge analysis of the children s television
community the organizations major players and approaches to programming and gives an overview
of the history current state and future of children s programming leading children s television
professionals and distinguished academicians come together in this volume to take a distinctive
behind the scenes look at how children s television is created programmed and sold this thought
provoking work emphasizes the various actors whose creative financial political and critical input go
into children s television and addresses advocacy for children s television from multiple approaches
by blending these diverse perspectives editor j alison bryant offers readers a comprehensive picture
of children s television highlights include a community level approach to understanding children s
television perspectives from colleagues in various aspects of the media industry and an eye opening
analysis of how decision making affects what children are exposed to through television the children
s television community is highly informative for educators industry professionals and practitioners in
media developmental psychology and education this seminal volume is a comprehensive review of
the literature on children s television covering fifty years of academic research on children and
television the work includes studies of content effects and policy and offers research conducted by
social scientists and cultural studies scholars the research questions represented here consider the
content of programming children s responses to television regulation concerning children s
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television policies issues of advertising and concerns about sex and race stereotyping often voicing
concerns that children s entertainment be held to a higher standard the volume also offers essays by
scholars who have been seeking answers to some of the most critical questions addressed by this
research it represents the interdisciplinary nature of research on children and television and draws
on many academic traditions including communication studies psychology sociology education
economics and medicine the full bibliography is included on cd arguably the most comprehensive
bibliography of research on children and television this work illustrates the ongoing evolution of
scholarship in this area and establishes how it informs or changes public policy as well as defining
its role in shaping a future agenda the volume will be a required resource for scholars researchers
and policy makers concerned with issues of children and television media policy media literacy and
education and family studies an a z of children s programmes that went on to become adult
favourites relive the magic of bagpuss bod the clangers ivor the engine mr benn and many others all
affectionately remembered here in enough detail to give fans of all ages many hours of innocent
amusement no marketing blurb created around the world and available only on the web internet
television series are independently produced mostly low budget shows that often feature talented
but unknown performers typically financed through crowd funding they are filmed with borrowed
equipment and volunteer casts and crews and viewers find them through word of mouth or by
chance the fifth in a series focusing on the largely undocumented world of internet tv this book
covers 573 children s series created for viewers 3 to 14 the genre includes a broad range of cartoons
cgi live action comedies and puppetry alphabetical entries provide websites dates casts credits
episode lists and storylines robert morrow explores the origins and inner workings of the children s
television workshop how the workshop designed and scripted sesame street and how the show
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became both a model for network television as well as a thorn in its side does violence on tv lead to
violent behaviour how can parents influence children s viewing fears over the effect of television on
children have been around since it was invented the recent explosion in the number of channels and
new multimedia entertainment lends a new urgency to the discussion this completely revised second
edition of children and television brings the story of children and television right up to date in
addition to presenting the latest research on all of the themes covered in the first edition it includes
a discussion of the new entertainment media now available and a new chapter which examines the
role of television in influencing children s health related attitudes behaviour barrie gunter and jill
mcaleer examine the research evidence in to the effects of television on children and their responses
to it they conclude that children are sophisticated viewers and control television far more than it
controls them this review of the findings of swedish research on children television and radio
provides summaries of studies conducted over approximately 15 years in four different chapters
children s television viewing and radio listening how children are influenced by television children
and foreign television programs and disadvantaged children and tv radio comments on the proposals
made by a swedish government commission on broadcasting in a 1977 report which are provided at
the end of each relevant research summary include alternative conclusions and proposals the
extensive bibliography provided includes many items in english as well as swedish mer 101 timeless
tv shows for kids to discover and for families to watch together all in one book can you watch them
all television shows are made to entertain they can make you laugh teach you lessons or allow you to
escape into another world for an episode or two 101 tv shows to see before you grow up is an
interactive and comprehensive list of 101 tv shows for families to enjoy together from popular picks
of today to classic shows of decades past kids will discover a wide selection of must see tv shows
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appropriate for all ages each page focuses on a single tv series with basic information about each
show including the actors years of production and rating there is also a section at the bottom of each
page that allows young television buffs to write in their own opinions and observations about the
show from toddler to tween and every age in between 101 tv shows to see before you grow up is a
fun handbook for tv lovers of all ages hollis tracks down the story of every known local children s tv
show from markets across the u s the book includes a capsule history of kids programming from its
earliest days to the end of the heyday in the 70s 150 illustrations h r pufnstuf lidsville sigmund and
the sea monsters land of the lost for a generation of children growing up in the late sixties and early
seventies these were some of the most memorable shows on saturday morning television at a time
when television cartoons had lost some of their luster two puppeteers named sid and marty krofft
put together a series of shows that captivated children using colorful sets and mysterious lands full
of characters that had boundless energy the kroffts created a new form of children s television
rooted in the medium s earliest shows but nevertheless original in its concept this work first
provides a history of the kroffts pretelevision career then offers discussions of their 11 saturday
morning shows complete cast and credit information is enhanced by interviews with many of the
actors and actresses behind the scenes information print reviews of the series and plot listings of the
individual episodes the h r pufnstuf feature film the brothers other television work and their short
lived indoor theme park are also detailed a set of recommendations to improve the quality of
children s television in india this book provides a detailed account of the creative economic and
regulatory processes underlying the production of children s television in a multi platform era its
collection of integrated case studies includes extended interviews with leading producers whose
programmes are watched by children all over the world these case studies reveal the impact of
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digitization on the funding distribution and consumption of children s television and the ways that
producers have adapted their creative practice accordingly in its comprehensive analysis of the
production culture of children s television this book provides a valuable lens through which to view
broader transformations in media industries in the on demand age page 4 of cover david kamp takes
readers behind the scenes to show how programs such as mister rogers neighboorhood sesame
street and schoolhouse rock made it on air explaining how like minded individuals found their way
into television not as fame or money hungry would be auteurs and stars but as people who wanted to
use tv to help children the book captures a period in children s television where enlightened
progressivism prevailed and shows how this period changed the lives of millions the hearing
transcribed in this report is focused on how television broadcasters have been meeting their
obligations to the child audience as described in the children s television act of 1990 and how the
federal communications commission has been enforcing the law the report contains testimony from
1 peggy charren founder action for children s television 2 jeffrey chester codirector center for media
education 3 paul lacamera vice president wcvb tv who presented a prepared statement from the
national association of broadcasters 4 shari lewis and lamb chop shari lewis enterprises 5 brooke
spectorsky wuab tv and 6 ernst l wynder president american health foundation krn the nuffield
foundation has made available in reprint form the first four chapters of the book as a service to
parents teachers broadcasters and others interested in television and its impact on children preface
for over 20 years the development of children s television programming has been subsidized by toy
manufacturers the result has been an increased commercialisation of children s popular culture the
creation of a material world of childhood characterized by brand name toys games clothing and
television characters drawing on historical background and case studies this book presents a unique
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look at the development of children as targets of the media and commercial industries and examines
the economic and social forces that have defined the evolution of children s entertainment this
volume is of interest to professionals and students in media studies mass communication and related
fields readers interested in contemporary children s culture and the content of children s
programming this text offers readers insights into the transformations taking place in the
presentation of gender portrayals in television productions aimed at younger audiences it shares
media professionals action oriented recommendations for change that would promote gender equity
social diversity and the wellbeing of children television is often cited as a cause of violent crime or
behaviour usually this connection is made in the context of the behaviour of young people as another
way of blaming them for the broader ills of society it is rare however for even a single reference to
television to be included in the index of reports on juvenile crime
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the children s television community presents a cutting edge analysis of the children s television
community the organizations major players and approaches to programming and gives an overview
of the history current state and future of children s programming leading children s television
professionals and distinguished academicians come together in this volume to take a distinctive
behind the scenes look at how children s television is created programmed and sold this thought
provoking work emphasizes the various actors whose creative financial political and critical input go
into children s television and addresses advocacy for children s television from multiple approaches
by blending these diverse perspectives editor j alison bryant offers readers a comprehensive picture
of children s television highlights include a community level approach to understanding children s
television perspectives from colleagues in various aspects of the media industry and an eye opening
analysis of how decision making affects what children are exposed to through television the children
s television community is highly informative for educators industry professionals and practitioners in
media developmental psychology and education
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this seminal volume is a comprehensive review of the literature on children s television covering fifty
years of academic research on children and television the work includes studies of content effects
and policy and offers research conducted by social scientists and cultural studies scholars the
research questions represented here consider the content of programming children s responses to
television regulation concerning children s television policies issues of advertising and concerns
about sex and race stereotyping often voicing concerns that children s entertainment be held to a
higher standard the volume also offers essays by scholars who have been seeking answers to some
of the most critical questions addressed by this research it represents the interdisciplinary nature of
research on children and television and draws on many academic traditions including
communication studies psychology sociology education economics and medicine the full bibliography
is included on cd arguably the most comprehensive bibliography of research on children and
television this work illustrates the ongoing evolution of scholarship in this area and establishes how
it informs or changes public policy as well as defining its role in shaping a future agenda the volume
will be a required resource for scholars researchers and policy makers concerned with issues of
children and television media policy media literacy and education and family studies
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an a z of children s programmes that went on to become adult favourites relive the magic of bagpuss
bod the clangers ivor the engine mr benn and many others all affectionately remembered here in



enough detail to give fans of all ages many hours of innocent amusement
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no marketing blurb
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created around the world and available only on the web internet television series are independently
produced mostly low budget shows that often feature talented but unknown performers typically
financed through crowd funding they are filmed with borrowed equipment and volunteer casts and
crews and viewers find them through word of mouth or by chance the fifth in a series focusing on
the largely undocumented world of internet tv this book covers 573 children s series created for
viewers 3 to 14 the genre includes a broad range of cartoons cgi live action comedies and puppetry
alphabetical entries provide websites dates casts credits episode lists and storylines
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robert morrow explores the origins and inner workings of the children s television workshop how the
workshop designed and scripted sesame street and how the show became both a model for network
television as well as a thorn in its side

Children's Television
1983

does violence on tv lead to violent behaviour how can parents influence children s viewing fears over
the effect of television on children have been around since it was invented the recent explosion in
the number of channels and new multimedia entertainment lends a new urgency to the discussion
this completely revised second edition of children and television brings the story of children and
television right up to date in addition to presenting the latest research on all of the themes covered
in the first edition it includes a discussion of the new entertainment media now available and a new
chapter which examines the role of television in influencing children s health related attitudes
behaviour barrie gunter and jill mcaleer examine the research evidence in to the effects of television
on children and their responses to it they conclude that children are sophisticated viewers and
control television far more than it controls them



What Do We Understand by Kids' TV?
1985

this review of the findings of swedish research on children television and radio provides summaries
of studies conducted over approximately 15 years in four different chapters children s television
viewing and radio listening how children are influenced by television children and foreign television
programs and disadvantaged children and tv radio comments on the proposals made by a swedish
government commission on broadcasting in a 1977 report which are provided at the end of each
relevant research summary include alternative conclusions and proposals the extensive bibliography
provided includes many items in english as well as swedish mer

The Future of Children's Television
1984

101 timeless tv shows for kids to discover and for families to watch together all in one book can you
watch them all television shows are made to entertain they can make you laugh teach you lessons or
allow you to escape into another world for an episode or two 101 tv shows to see before you grow up
is an interactive and comprehensive list of 101 tv shows for families to enjoy together from popular
picks of today to classic shows of decades past kids will discover a wide selection of must see tv
shows appropriate for all ages each page focuses on a single tv series with basic information about



each show including the actors years of production and rating there is also a section at the bottom of
each page that allows young television buffs to write in their own opinions and observations about
the show from toddler to tween and every age in between 101 tv shows to see before you grow up is
a fun handbook for tv lovers of all ages

Internet Children's Television Series, 1997-2015
2016-08-08

hollis tracks down the story of every known local children s tv show from markets across the u s the
book includes a capsule history of kids programming from its earliest days to the end of the heyday
in the 70s 150 illustrations

The ACT Guide to Children's Television
1979

h r pufnstuf lidsville sigmund and the sea monsters land of the lost for a generation of children
growing up in the late sixties and early seventies these were some of the most memorable shows on
saturday morning television at a time when television cartoons had lost some of their luster two
puppeteers named sid and marty krofft put together a series of shows that captivated children using
colorful sets and mysterious lands full of characters that had boundless energy the kroffts created a



new form of children s television rooted in the medium s earliest shows but nevertheless original in
its concept this work first provides a history of the kroffts pretelevision career then offers
discussions of their 11 saturday morning shows complete cast and credit information is enhanced by
interviews with many of the actors and actresses behind the scenes information print reviews of the
series and plot listings of the individual episodes the h r pufnstuf feature film the brothers other
television work and their short lived indoor theme park are also detailed

Commercialization of children's television
1988

a set of recommendations to improve the quality of children s television in india

"Sesame Street" and the Reform of Children's Television
2006

this book provides a detailed account of the creative economic and regulatory processes underlying
the production of children s television in a multi platform era its collection of integrated case studies
includes extended interviews with leading producers whose programmes are watched by children all
over the world these case studies reveal the impact of digitization on the funding distribution and
consumption of children s television and the ways that producers have adapted their creative



practice accordingly in its comprehensive analysis of the production culture of children s television
this book provides a valuable lens through which to view broader transformations in media
industries in the on demand age page 4 of cover

Children's Television
1993

david kamp takes readers behind the scenes to show how programs such as mister rogers
neighboorhood sesame street and schoolhouse rock made it on air explaining how like minded
individuals found their way into television not as fame or money hungry would be auteurs and stars
but as people who wanted to use tv to help children the book captures a period in children s
television where enlightened progressivism prevailed and shows how this period changed the lives of
millions

Potential of Television in Educating Children
1984

the hearing transcribed in this report is focused on how television broadcasters have been meeting
their obligations to the child audience as described in the children s television act of 1990 and how
the federal communications commission has been enforcing the law the report contains testimony



from 1 peggy charren founder action for children s television 2 jeffrey chester codirector center for
media education 3 paul lacamera vice president wcvb tv who presented a prepared statement from
the national association of broadcasters 4 shari lewis and lamb chop shari lewis enterprises 5 brooke
spectorsky wuab tv and 6 ernst l wynder president american health foundation krn

Children & Television
2005-07-05

the nuffield foundation has made available in reprint form the first four chapters of the book as a
service to parents teachers broadcasters and others interested in television and its impact on
children preface

Open Your Eyes to Children's Viewing
1979

for over 20 years the development of children s television programming has been subsidized by toy
manufacturers the result has been an increased commercialisation of children s popular culture the
creation of a material world of childhood characterized by brand name toys games clothing and
television characters drawing on historical background and case studies this book presents a unique
look at the development of children as targets of the media and commercial industries and examines



the economic and social forces that have defined the evolution of children s entertainment this
volume is of interest to professionals and students in media studies mass communication and related
fields readers interested in contemporary children s culture and the content of children s
programming

The Family Guide to Children's Television: what to Watch,
what to Miss, what to Change, and how to Do it
1974

this text offers readers insights into the transformations taking place in the presentation of gender
portrayals in television productions aimed at younger audiences it shares media professionals action
oriented recommendations for change that would promote gender equity social diversity and the
wellbeing of children

Children and the Formal Features of Television
2013-06-21

television is often cited as a cause of violent crime or behaviour usually this connection is made in
the context of the behaviour of young people as another way of blaming them for the broader ills of



society it is rare however for even a single reference to television to be included in the index of
reports on juvenile crime

Kidz Tv
1991

101 TV Shows to See Before You Grow Up
2017-04-10

Production Guidelines for Children's Television Programmes
1971

Hi There, Boys and Girls! America's Local Children's TV
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Children with Special Needs
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Children's Television
1989

Sid and Marty Krofft
1998-01-01



Children's TV Act of 1989
1989

Children's Television in India
1999

Producing Children's Television in the On-Demand Age
2020

Sunny Days
2021-05-18



Children's Television
1993

Getting to Sesame Street: Origins of the Children's
Television Workshop
1974

Challenge of Kids' TV
1985

Television and the Child
1958
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The Business of Children's Entertainment
2002-03-06

Children's Literature and Children's Television
1984-01-01

Screening Gender on Children's Television
2010
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